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PREFACE

THE
‘WHY’
Our motivation

Homeward Bound aims to equip a 1,000 strong,
visible, global collaboration of women in STEMM
to lead, influence and contribute to policy and
decision-making as it informs the future of our
planet.

Photo credit: HB3 group photo at Brown Station (Argentine Base), Dr. Tara Shine

Our ambition is to manage the planet as our
home. To do this we want to make sure we lead
by example, realise our potential to make a
difference and benefit the communities in which
we live and work.
We have created this document so that the
HB mission is implemented in every step of our
journey.
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RESPONSIBLE
TOURISM
Tourism in Antarctica
Antarctica’s biggest industry is tourism,
with increasing numbers of visitors every
year, most of whom are concentrated
on the Antarctic Peninsula over just five
months of the year.
We encourage all travellers to minimize
their environmental footprint. Here we
present guidelines for individual actions
to help ensure protection of the Antarctic
wilderness.

Photo credit: Dr. Kristin Mitchell
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RESPONSIBLE
TOURISM
Antarctica is one of the best-protected
wilderness destinations on the planet, with
strict responsible tourism regulations.
The International Association of Antarctic
Tour Operators (IAATO) was created in 1991
to represent operators offering Antarctic
tours. Working alongside the Antarctic
Treaty, IAATO promotes safe, respectful
travel in the region, with strictly enforced
codes of conduct to avoid causing any
damage to the environment. We present
recommendations to enhance the
protection offered by the IAATO rules.
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Photo credit: Dr. Stephanie Gardner

RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL
HABITS
Avoid packing excess luggage (see packing list for recommended items). Borrow or obtain second-hand gear
as much as possible. Obtain new items close to home to reduce transport impacts.
Reduce packaging when you travel to minimise waste. Loose leaf tea with an infuser, bulk snacks or medication
in reusable containers rather than individually wrapped items are some examples.
Choose reusable containers rather than convenient single use travel items.
Bring your own reusable water bottle, coffee/tea-cup and cutlery (wood or metal). Refuse single-use plastics
during travel. Bringing snacks from home in reusable containers can also help avoid single-use plastics while
travelling.
When ordering items to bring, reduce the amount of shipping (order items from companies near where you live,
reduce the number of orders, etc.).
Plan your travel mindfully. Choose flights with fewer stopovers and airlines which are responsible in terms of
climate policy (Check ICAO’s site: www.icao.int). Also choose to fly economy rather than business class to reduce
your carbon footprint. Carbon offset your journey (more information on page 11).
Avoid contaminating Antarctica with the introduction of foreign material. Clean all equipment thoroughly and
remove seeds, plants and foreign material, particularly from outer layers, boots, pockets, velcro, camera bags, and
backpacks.
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IN ANTARCTICA
Keep a 5m distance from wildlife: never touch, feed or obstruct them or use flash photography, and keep noise
to a minimum. Penguins have the right of way at all times. Never walk in a Penguin Highway or obstruct their access
to and from a highway.
Walk in the footsteps of the person before you to reduce footprints exhausted penguins can fall into. Don’t stop
in front of a penguin chick or resting/sleeping seal, keep moving slowly past giving them the time and space they
need. Observe their behaviour and stop or retreat if they show signs of disturbance and discomfort.
Take only photos, do not remove any items (such as rocks, plants, shells) and make sure to not leave anything
behind.
Control your fear of missing out on pictures of wildlife and Instead, kindly ask your friend if they will share their
photo.
Be aware of where you step to avoid stepping on delicate plants, moss and lichens which can take decades to
grow back.
Take note of and act on advice and instructions of your expedition guides and respect the boundaries you are
permitted to go.
Do not take any food or drink out on landings or in the zodiacs. Wind and weather can change quickly, so
minimise the chance of any trash blowing out of your hands.
Consider designating some landings or zodiac tours as quiet times for reflection and in respect of the wildlife.
Do not engrave names in any moss covered rocks or buildings or write your name in the snow.
Ensure boots are disinfected before and after any landings using the provided shoe cleaning stations.
Pick up any plastic or trash you find at the landings and take back to the ship.
Do not use any form of soap or shampoo in the toilets, as it will kill the bacteria responsible for degrading the
organic waste on board.
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AS AN ANTARCTIC
AMBASSADOR
Share your experiences with your community.
Ensure all photos you post on social media encourage and display responsible tourism practises e.g.,
ensure photos of people and penguins demonstrate maintaining the 5m separation.
Take action in your daily life to move towards a sustainable future.
Reduce or eliminate single-use plastic consumption.
Avoid unnecessary air travel, but if you do travel by air, offset your carbon emissions.
Encourage your workplace to offset carbon emissions related to work travel.
Offset unavoidable carbon dioxide emissions.
Think about other sustainable alternatives to bring into your daily life, not just when travelling.
Reduce your energy consumption - at home and at work. Turn off lights, computers, appliances when not
in use.
Reduce the impact of your transportation: choose an energy-efficient vehicle, drive and fly less; walk,
cycle, use public transport more.
Reduce your food waste. Be mindful of what you buy (origin, environmental footprint, etc…), compost
what you can.
Consider a plant-based diet for its reduced carbon footprint and health benefits.
Grow some of your own food and try to support local agriculture as much as possible.
Advocate for responsible energy policy in your community and sign petitions in relation to climate change.
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SUSTAINABLE
PACKING
Packing for the big voyage can be exciting, stressful, easy or an
entirely new experience. As a sustainable traveller, it’s important
to avoid or reduce your carbon impact through the purchase of
new items and clothing that may never be used again.
On the following pages, you will find a suggested sustainable
packing list that has been updated based on previous cohorts’
experience. This suggested list is a ‘minimum required’ list, meaning
there may be additional personal items you require - please adjust
and modify accordingly. It is by no means exhaustive, but it is to
better guide you on what you’ll need and how to minimize the
weight of your luggage to avoid excess weight charges.
Check with your ship about specific gear requirements (e.g.,
enclosed shoes must be worn at all times during the Drake
Crossing) and on-board power and voltage capacity.

“BUY,
SWAP,
SELL”

Homeward Bound has a “Buy, Swap, Sell”
Facebook page* where you can find and share
items within and between cohorts, as we work
collectively to reduce, reuse and recycle instead
of buying new. Jump online and check out who
is offering what, or post a comment about what
you’re after.
Find it here: https://bit.ly/2YYRZ19
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*For now, this is currently hosted on Facebook, but we are
working towards transitioning this to the HuB to ensure it is
more easily accessible by all HB participants and Alumnae.

SUGGESTED
PACKING LIST
As sustainable travellers, we are aware of the impact our voyage has in terms of our carbon footprint. In the spirit of
reducing our footprint, we encourage you to be intentional about reducing waste or excess in any way possible. This
also includes luggage because the less you bring, the smaller your footprint will be. Consider alternatives to plastics
whenever possible. Be prepared to share with other HB voyagers in case the quantities don’t work out perfectly.
Outer layers

Base layers

Shoes

• Kathmandu HB down jacket
(provided by HB)

• Thermal/wool long sleeve top (2)

• Wellington/knee-high waterproof boots for landings
(provided by the Ushuaia/Polar Latitude ships)

• Waterproof ski pants (or bib
style) for layering and rain/snow
protection

• Thin wool/silk/bamboo liner socks

• Waterproof gloves
• Rain/spray jacket (provided
on the Polar Latitude ship, not
provided on the Ushuaia)
Mid layers
• Tracksuit/sweatpants/leggings
or insulated hiking pants (2
pairs)
• Fleece/hoodie/lightweight puffy
jacket or vest for layering (HB
may provide similar)
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• Thermal/wool long pants or stockings (2)
• Thick wool hiking/ski socks (3-4 pairs and
wash them)
• Wool or water-wicking glove liners (if you’re
really sensitive to cold)
• Beanie/hat that covers the ears (HB may
provide similar)

• Crocs/uggboots/slip-on felt shoes with good soles
for on boat (check with your ship for any specific
requirements, particularly for the Drake Crossing)
• Hiking boots/running shoes (on deck and in Ushuaia)
very lightweight is fine unless trekking afterwards
Bags
• Rucksack/suitcase

• Headband/buff neck warmer

• Backpack (carry-on)

• Sheepskin/wool/fleece boot liners (if you’re
really sensitive to cold)

• Canvas/collapsible tote bag (useful for organizing
gear for work sessions and shopping trips)

• Bras/crop tops/underwear

Others
• Pyjamas/sleepwear
• Swimmers/togs (or swim in exercise gear)
• Exercise gear
• Long and short sleeve t-shirt

SUGGESTED
PACKING LIST
Some suggestions have been made for products
to look into bringing along that are both natural
and aim to reduce the use of plastics. These
items can also be used in your daily routine
at home if you’re looking for some sustainable
alternatives. The companies suggested have not
sponsored this, and they have been tried, tested
and recommended by HB both on the voyage
and in their normal lives. Consider finding local
alternatives to support your local economy.
First aid kit
• Seasickness tablets/patches/anti nausea/ginger
chews/motion band
• Fever reducer/Painkiller e.g., paracetamol/
acetaminophen/ibuprofen
• Anti-constipation medication (Polyethylene glycol
like Miralax is a powder that works well)
• Diarrhoea medication (Loperamide e.g. Imodium,
electrolytes/antibiotics
• Bandaids/blister treatment for feet - Bamboo +
plastic free e.g., patchstrips.com
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Toiletries
• Shampoo + conditioner or bars - with natural products only e.g.,
ethiqueworld.com (soap and shampoo may be available on the ship,
but they are not environmentally friendly, so we recommend that you
bring your own)
• Body/face wash bar - with natural products e.g., ethiqueworld.com
• Skin Moisturizer or bars (Antarctica is very dry) - with natural products
only e.g., ethiqueworld.com
• Sunscreen cream (SPF 30 or higher) - e.g., shadecream.com,
allgoodproducts.com/new-spf-50-water-resistant-zinc-sunscreenbutter/ or www.rawelementsusa.com/products/face-body-30-tinplastic-free
• Toothbrush/toothpaste - e.g., thetoothbrushproject.com.au or
environmentaltoothbrush.com.au/
• Sanitary products, period underwear, cups as needed - e.g., www.
modibodi.com, shethinx.com or cups e.g., rubycup.com
• Deodorant e.g., naturaldeoco.com or www.goodandclean.com.au
• Lip balm/lip sun-cream
• Any medication you take regularly
• Eye mask/ear plugs (very useful for flights and on board ship with long
daylight hours and if you are a light sleeper)
• Razor/hair care/manicure kit as needed

SUGGESTED
PACKING LIST
Other

Carry on

• Sunglasses (polarizing if you can)

• Passport

• Camera/charger/accessories/SD cards/hard drive

• Travel docs/flights/accom/transfers/insurance

• USB stick (useful for transferring and sharing photos and content)

• Cash money

• Adaptors (The Ushuaia has outlets that were US and AUS/Argentina
compatible - The Hebridean Sky only has US compatible outlets check specfics with your ship)

• Credit card/s

• Laptop/tablet and charger
• Reusable Water bottle/Insulated cup
• Costume (for a costume/dress-up party)
• Final dinner wear (many of us just added a scarf to our usual
clothes; some chose to be fancier)
• Comfortable clothes to wear indoors for work sessions (indoor
temps were warm). Jeans/skirt/leggings and a lightweight top/Tshirt work well
• Letters/photos from home, postcards to send (may be purchased
in Ushuaia)
• Journal/ book/ audiobook/ favorite music
• Laundry kit: soap, elastic cord for hanging wet clothes (do not put
soap in the toilets - it kills the septic bacterial culture)
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• Phone/charger/adaptor
• Emergency toiletries/underwear
• Medication
• Warm jacket
• Headphones

General comments
• Some documents refer to a ‘formal’ dinner post-voyage.
There was no need to bring anything that could not also be
used on board.
• The indoor temperature on board is often ‘warm’, and you
can expect to spend most of your hours indoors. A T-shirt or
other light layer is a good idea to bring along.
• Individual expression of national colors or personal
flair in on-board clothing is very welcomed and greatly
appreciated!

CARBON
OFFSETTING
Overview
Part of the environmental impact of our participation in Homeward Bound relates to the greenhouse
gas emissions produced by our travel to (flights) and around (ship) Antarctica. For many of us the
carbon footprint of our travel to Antarctica is at odds with our concern for the planet and so we look
for ways to offset the impact of travel-related carbon emissions.
You can offset emissions from any carbon-producing activity, including travel. Offsetting carbon means
investing in projects that reduce, avoid or remove greenhouse gas emissions from the atmosphere,
in effect counterbalancing the emissions you produce. This involves contributing to efforts like tree
planting and supporting renewable energy or clean cooking. The aim is to reduce our travel impacts
on the environment and signal we are taking responsibility for our actions.

Compensate for your emissions by carbon offsetting if you have
no other mitigation option for avoiding and reducing greenhouse
gas emissions
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HOW IT IS
CALCULATED
Carbon calculators are used to measure the
amount of greenhouse gases (expressed as
carbon dioxide equivalent) emitted by a flight or
other activity. It is important to know that carbon
calculators are based on different assumptions
and so they give different results. But they do
provide useful estimations and act as a guide.
For example, a domestic flight in Australia from
Sydney to Brisbane equates to approx. 230 kg of
CO2 per person, while an international flight from
Sydney to Buenos Aires, is approx. 2300 kg or 2.3
tonnes of CO2 per person – assuming economy
flights.

Photo credit: Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), United Kingdom Government
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CHOOSING A
PROJECT
Carbon offsetting is an imperfect process, as
to absolutely avoid travel-related emissions,
the only option is to not travel. Calculating
our emissions and investing in projects that
can avoid or sequester an equivalent amount
of our carbon emissions does demonstrate
our committment to reduce our overall carbon
footprint. If the projects we invest in are
independently verified, either by the United
Nations or a third party like the Gold Standard,
it ensures that the greenhouse gas emissions
claimed by the project are transparently
tracked and controlled by a regulatory
framework.

When identifying a offsetting project you can
choose projects with co-benefits like improving
ecosystem and community resilience, sustainable
development or gender equality.

Photo credit: United Nations

All HB cohorts have chosen offset projects that align with these values. HB1 and HB4 chose projects to support
ecosystems in sequestering carbon while strengthening local community resilience to climate change by restoring
habitat and waterways that shelter koalas, water birds, and other plants and animals. HB2, HB3 and HB4 identified a
cookstove project in Malawi to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and minimise deforestation and respiratory disease
by providing a safer and more efficient cooking solution for families.
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WHAT HOMEWARD
BOUND HAS DONE
Homeward bound is committed to 100%
offsetting the flights and voyages of all
the participants to and around Antarctica
over the life of the program.
100% offsets of 2,853 tonnes of carbon emissions from HB Antarctica-associated travel
by 361 women have already been achieved for HB1-4 participants and faculty.
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HOMEWARD
BOUND 1
HB1 collaborated with Byron Shire Council in NSW, Australia in securing
funding from the New South Wales Environmental Trust for restoring
habitat to ensure a future for threatened species including the iconic
Australian Koala. The project supported more than 500 volunteers
contributing a total of more than 10,000 hours in planting and
maintaining almost 4,000 food and shelter trees and other plants across
almost 20 hectares of land. The project involved five private landowners
who are now committed to long-term conservation stewardship.
This project not only offsets HB1 emissions by sequestering carbon over
time, but also brings the local community together in re-creating critical
habitat for endangered koala populations and increasing climatechange resilience in the community and across the land.

Photo credits: Linda Sparrow (Bangalow Koalas)
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HOMEWARD
BOUND 2-4
Offsets for HB2 and 3 and part of HB4
were achieved via Climate Neutral
Now of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) by funding a program
in Malawi, Africa which replaces the
unsafe, traditional three-stone fires
that require a large amount of wood
and produce a lot of smoke with
highly efficient biomass stoves for
families. Known as Changu Changu
Moto stoves, they not only drastically
reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
but also prevent deforestation and
respiratory disease, providing a safer
and more efficient cooking solution
for families.
Photo credit: United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change / Ripple Africa
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Photo credit: United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change

HOMEWARD
BOUND 2-4
To date, the project has replaced about
40,000 stoves, benefitting approximately
200,000 people. The goal is to extend the
project to 500,000 people throughout Malawi.
This project not only offset carbon, but also
contributes to climate justice and the UN
Sustainable Development Goals including
SDG 5 on gender equality and SDG 15 which
safeguards life on land.

Photo credit: United Nations

Photo credit: Will Hogan. People L-R: Captain Michele Finn, Carly Quisenberry, Dr. Stephanie Dolrenry,
Dr. Jeanette McConnell, Dr. Zhimin Mao, Jessamyn Fairfield, Amanda Hensley, Valeri Vazquez, Dr. Emma
Towlson, Dr. Ling Sun, Dr. Terri Jump, Dr. Deb Mueller, Kathryn Piazza, Dr. Mary-Jo Ford, Dr. Iryna Dronova,
Officer Kristin Raja, and kneeling down Dr. Patricia Dunne and Dr. Blanca Bernal

The bulk of the HB4 offset was achieved through independently verified carbon credits donated by Ducks Unlimited
(541 tonnes) for wetland habitat conservation and restoration in North America. The remaining emissions were offset
with Climate Neutral Now.
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Made with love
by
HB Alumnae

